
Hey Rozsa - more comedians, 
fewer idiots, k? 

Monday, September 24, 2012

After last week’s harrowing adventures 
in the inner solar system, Obama and 
Romney are slated this week to duke it 
out on our favorite neighborly planet, 
Mars!  With a little over a month and 
a third to go until the biggest election 
since the last one, our candidates will 
have to campaign hard to win over this 
battleground space rock.

Obama comes out strong, bombarding 

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously...like your fifth year!

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull
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We bring to you MTU Freshman Girl and all of her shenannigans.
Got some funny ones of your own? Text us! 801-200-3377 (DERP).

MTU Freshman GirlOverconfidence is better 
than no confidence at all

-John Oliver,
Houghton, MI, 9.22.12

LAILYD BUL
Mars with radio waves promoting his 
healthcare policy and support for the 
planet’s budding wind energy industry.  
“Whether there is life on this planet or 
not, remains to be seen.  However, 
under my Patient Protection and Afford-
able Care Act, any forms of life found 
will not be turned down due to pre-
existing conditions!  This even applies 
to regions with low oxygen content and 
freezing temperatures.”  The rocks and 

see Chell on back

Girls on Dates
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

So, as a writer of the female 
persuasion, it has come to 
my attention that girls do re-
ally, really dumb shit when 
they go on dates. And for 
some reason, if it’s a date 
with someone they’ve never 
met in person, or even talked 
to (aka blind date), we do 
even more dumb stuff. 

The biggest dumb thing I’ve 
noticed, when a girl is on a 
legitimate, one on one date, 
she suddenly no longer has 
bodily functions. That’s the 
real reason that girls eat sal-
ads and tiny ass meals on 
dates. They aren’t trying to 
appear healthy or thin or 
whatever. They suddenly 
lose the ability to poop, and 
if they eat too much, they 
run the risk of maybe hav-
ing to go to the bathroom 
past “powdering my nose”, 
which she will take the fast-
est piss of her life, whilst ac-
tually powdering her nose.

Seriously, if a girl actually likes 

This caption is a great opportunity for a joke!  Let’s hope it isn’t wasted!



HOUGHTON, MI - The Rozsa house was packed on Saturday night for a show featuring two schmucks from Fox “Criminally Unbalanced” News and John 
Motherfucking Oliver, he of The Daily Show and Community fame. Again. That’s right, guys, Tech not only got a legit comedian for once, it got him to 
come back. Unfortunately, the talking heads came on first, because there’s no way that people would stick around to hear their shit if Joliver opened 
the show. The night went sorta like this: the first idiot told us America is in trouble because of the other guy’s party, the second idiot told us America 
is in trouble because of the first guy’s party, two or three assholes were almost thrown out for heckling, and some lady from the Rozsa followed her 
butchering of their introductions with a plea for donations. Once that crap was out of the way, it was Joliver time. He swore at us, offered tips on how 
to lose an empire with dignity, and told us America will be fine, “because you’re America and you will make it fine.”  He accused us of setting traps for 
him, led us in an inspirational, hands-in huddle, and suggested that NASA equip its next spacecraft with truck nuts.  It was fucking incredible and you 
missed out if you weren’t there.

the guy she’s on a date with, if she can so help it, he will not be aware that anything other than her “cute” laugh escapes her body. If, for instance, you meet 
up at the KBC, have a few beers, and then have to leave to meet a friend for dinner, you will not remember to pee before leaving. Nope. You will make tenta-
tive plans, walk to your car, and be extremely jealous that you aren’t a dog and can’t just pee on every lamppost that you walk past. Nope. You are a lady 
until you reach the sanctity of your car. Then, maybe, you’ll fucking speed through the Yooper Loop and take a piss at Taco Bell because you can’t hold it long 
enough to park and go into Mings. Not that that’s a real life example or anything. 

It is extreme, this denying bodily functions thing, boys. Say the date goes well, and she still hasn’t had a chance to pee, fart, poop, burp, yawn, etc since 
the date started. And say you manage to get her back home, and things start heating up. She will still hold very strictly to this belief. Her body wills her to go 
empty her bladder, but the bathroom is 2 feet from the bedroom and you might hear the pee hit the toilet and her guise will be shattered! Can’t fucking have 
that! So if a girl ever seems…uh…in a hurry, or slightly in pain, she may be trying to simultaneously not pee, fart, queef, or make any weird sounds, all while 
faking an orgasm. Never say we can’t multitask, gents. 

On the other end are signs, boys, that a girl really probably isn’t that into you: if you have ever heard her belch or admit that the rancid, rotting skunk smell 
escaped her ass, you are in the friend zone. You are so royally fucked, and not in the way that you want to be. She doesn’t want your dick, and she surely 
doesn’t want to think about you with fewer articles of clothing than you are normally wearing. In fact, when she talks to her friends, she probably refers to 
you as being “like a brother”. Tough luck dude, maybe next time?

small sand grains remained unmoved.  

“Obviously what the citizens of Mars crave most is out of control global warming,” challenged Romney, referencing Mars’ failed attempts at forming a stable 
biosphere and Mediterranean climate.  “If elected, I promise to curb all pollution controls and install 500 coal power plants to churn out much needed 
CO2.  This will not only create a hospitable climate, but will also fuel job growth in Wyoming’s coal fields and the space freighter yards I propose building 
over what is now the Mars-like state of New Mexico!”

Also on the candidates’ radar is reformulating Mars’ outdated Social Security system.  With the number of aging satellites and rovers increasing over the 
past several years faster than their renewal, many worry that there will not be enough funding to support missions past their original shelf life.

“We’ve got a large number of rovers on this planet who believe that they are victims and the government owes them something,” slams Romney in a heated 
speech atop Olympus Mons.  “We can’t just go around giving out free solar panels and new motors to every rover that gets stuck in a sand dune.  It just 
isn’t feasible.  I propose eliminating funding for ailing rovers and lowering taxes on those currently motoring around under full power, struggling to feed 
themselves and their very small families.”

“Thus,” retorted Obama, “leaving poor little Opportunity without a retirement income after it put in more than 30 times as much work required of it.  If 
Romney is to lead our nation and worlds outside of our own, he’ll have to accept every rover into the team.  We don’t leave our brothers behind, no 
matter how many wheels break down.”

Not to be left out, whatever-party-he-represents Ron Paul chimed in to remind everyone that “all rovers are free-loading bastards who haven’t paid a 
cent in taxes since leaving Earth’s orbit!”  Obviously this did not go over well with Curiosity and Opportunity, both of which vowed to never associate 
themselves with his campaign should robots win the chance to vote in future elections.
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You there.  Give us a ring 
at bull@mtu.edu and be 
added to our shiny awe-

some email list!

Then go ‘LIKE’ us on the
 Spacebook!

Do it, or Gyarados will 
Hyper Beam your ass.
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A-List Comedian Comes to Houghton...Again?
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull


